
Call for Action: Join UNESCO to 
celebrate MIL Week 2021 in 
South East Europe

HOW: Share or create content on social media with #ThinkBeforeSharing & 
#TrustInMediaSEE
OBJECTIVE: Raise awareness among your peers about how to become media 
and information literate to avoid sharing disinformation and hate speech
TAGS: @UNESCOEU, your organisation, friends

On the occasion of the Media and Information Literacy Week 2021, 
UNESCO is inviting youth from South East Europe and Turkey to join 
an online campaign starting from 20 October to 31 October 2021.

Download and share the ‘ready-made’ visuals and 
videos produced by UNESCO, also in languages of the 
region. 

Funded by the 
European Union

1. Share

https://bit.ly/3meMwAG
https://bit.ly/3F8GPgo

Some interesting videos: 

https://bit.ly/3kYZoeR
https://bit.ly/3zUccHC

Follow these 2 examples 
for posting:

Visuals to download from here: https://bit.ly/3D25e58. Specially the 
2 sets of visuals under the titles:

Graphics on Media and Information Literacy (MIL)
Graphics to distinguish Facts from Opinion

Visuals in local languages of the region available on this page 
(https://bit.ly/3Fombsu) under the section "resources about the 
project."

#ThinkBeforeSharing
#TrustInMediaSEE



Share your insight about the 3 visuals below. 

2. Create

In my opinion, youth should be able to question information they find online without 
entirely losing trust in all online sources. In this sense, knowing where to search for 
reliable information is the most relevant skill for young people.
 
Let's #ThinkBeforeSharing information from questionable sources!

You can respond with either text, video, or with memes. Check ideas below 
for inspiration. 

UNESCO meme post example: 
https://bit.ly/39VSFMw

Posting with a text, sharing the second visual:

Answering with a video:
Create a horizontal video with your face clearly visible and 
holding the paper with the hashtag of the campaign.

Answering with a meme:
Create MIL-related meme 
summarising the idea of 
your answer. You can use 
one of the free meme 
generators available online. 
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#ThinkBeforeSharing
#TrustInMediaSEE


